ICAC International Seminar 2017 Taipei
Visiting Activities Itinerary
Date：Tuesday, September 19, 2017
Transportation:

Bus will be arranged by TTF for whole day.

8:55

Meet up at hotel lobby

09:00

Departure from Ambassador Hotel

09:30-11:20

Visit to National Palace Museum, museum tour will be arranged.
The National Palace Museum has a permanent collection of nearly
700,000 pieces of ancient Chinese imperial artifacts and artworks,
making it one of the largest of its type in the world. The collection
encompasses 8,000 years of history of Chinese art from the Neolithic age
to modern times. Most are high quality pieces collected by China’s
emperors of the Ming and Qing dynasties.

11:40-13:30

Lunch at Yuan Yuan Restaurant, The Grand Hotel
The Grand Hotel is a landmark located at Yuanshan in Taipei, Taiwan;
Established in 1952, it has played host to many foreign dignitaries who
have visited Taipei. The main building of the hotel is one of the world's
tallest Chinese classical buildings. The restaurant offers northern Chinese
cuisine.

14:00-15:30

Visit to Singtex Industrial Co., Ltd.
Singtex is one of the key functional textile suppliers in Taiwan, and
successfully invented the S.Café® eco-friendly coffee yarn in 2008, which
is made from plastic bottles and coffee grounds.

16:00-18:40

Sightseeing attractions in Taipei City
Longshan Temple- the spiritual heart of Taipei built in 1438 which is seen
as an emblematic example of Taiwanese classical architecture,
with Southern Chinese influences commonly seen in older buildings.
*Bopiliao Historical Block- is one of the best-preserved historical districts
of Taipei City which combines Qing Dynasty Street architecture with a
Japanese-era archway.
*Presidential Mansion- was designed by architect Uheiji Nagano during
the period of Japanese rule of Taiwan (1895–1945). At present, this
Baroque-style building is a symbol of the R.O.C. Government and a
famous historical landmark in downtown Taipei.
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Chiang Kai-shek Memorial Hall- a national monument, landmark and
tourist attraction erected in memory of Chiang Kai-Shek, former
President of the Republic of China.
*National Dr. Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall- It was completed in 1972 is a
memorial to the Republic of China's National Father, Dr. Sun Yat-sen.
The hall contains displays of Sun's life and the revolution he led, and is
also a multi-purpose social, educational and cultural center for the public.
*Xin-Yi Commercial Area- this area includes a number of department
stores, hotels, shopping malls and corporate headquarters, as it is one of
the most dynamic and vigorous commercial districts in Taipei.
* Enjoy your free time during the bus tour heading to the east side of
Taipei.
(Drop off at Eslite Bookstore Xin-Yi)
18:40-20:00

Dinner at Le Ble D’or F&B, Eslite, Xin-Yi Branch
This restaurant offers great food and craft beers, as well as a casual
atmosphere and unique architectural design that makes it a favorite
among locals.

20:15-21:00

Taipei 101 Observatory - is one of the tallest skyscrapers in the world. It
is located in Xinyi District. You can take the high-speed elevator with
(1,010m/ min.) up to the observatory on the 89th floor in 39 seconds.

21:00~

Return to hotel
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